
Tutorial 

Academic Journals, Trade Journals and Popular Magazines

How are they different?



How are they different?



Different Levels of Information 

Academic Journal – Environmental Applications Trade Journal – Chemical Week



Different Levels of Information 
Popular Journal - Science News



What are Scholarly or Academic Journals?

 Scholarly journals are also 

known as academic journals 

or *peer-reviewed journals.

 All contain articles which 

explore topics in-depth, and….

*Peer review is a process in which articles are reviewed by other experts 

for validity, usually resulting in more accurate information.



 An abstract, or summary of each 

article

 Articles written by 

scholars/experts in a field

 Author credentials

 A technical or specialized 

vocabulary

 Charts and graphs

 Article length of at least 10 pages

 A bibliography or list of 

references

Academic Journals Contain:



Example of an Academic Journal Article

Look for:

 Abstract/Summary

 Author Credentials

 Tables, graphs

 Reference 

List/Bibliography

 A serious 

appearance

Graphic from Edinburgh Napier University



The Main Purpose of an Academic Journal



 Global Marketing

 Sociological Inquiry

 Journal of Education for 

Business

 Journal of American History

 Journal of Counseling 

Psychology

Ulrich's Periodicals Directory

REF Z6941 .U5  (REFERENCE)

Examples of Academic Journals



Characteristics of Professional or Trade Journals

 Often have glossy pages and

color illustrations

 Contain advertisements and job 

postings specific to the industry

 Written by industry experts, 

journalists with subject knowledge

 Author credentials sometimes given

 Technical or specialized jargon

 Sources sometimes cited

 Article length often short, between 

1-7 pages



To inform trade and 
industry members 
about current issues 
relevant to the field

Main Purpose of Trade and Professional 

Journals



Examples of Professional or Trade Journals

 Advertising Age

 HR Magazine

 Teaching Mathematics in 

the Middle School

 Library Journal

 Workforce Management

 Law and Order



 Visually appealing, glossy pages

 Prominent advertisements

 No bibliography

 Written by staff or freelance 

writers and reviewed by magazine 

editors

 No author credentials given

 Short articles written in accessible 

language – at about a 12th grade 

reading level.

Characteristics of Popular Magazines



Main Purpose of Popular Magazines or 

Journals



 Psychology Today

 Newsweek

 PC World

 Scientific American

 Sports Illustrated

Note that newspapers are also 
considered popular 
periodicals.

Examples of Popular Periodicals



Academic or 
Scholarly Journal

Trade or 
Professional Journal

Popular Periodical

Examples Journal of Business Strategy, Journal 
of Clinical Psychology, Social 
Psychology Quarterly 

Advertising Age, Computer World, 
HR Magazine, Chronicle of Higher 
Education 

Time, Newsweek, Science News, 
USA Today, Wall Street Journal, 

Authors Researchers, scholars, professors Industry experts, journalists with 
subject knowledge

Staff writers, journalists some
subject experts

Purpose To inform, to educate, to disseminate 
information to a scholarly audience

To inform trade members about
issues relevant to the field

To inform, entertain, persuade
and sell to a broad audience

Audience Scholars, researchers, scientists, 
students

Trade professionals General public 

Language & 
Length

Complex sentences using a specialized 
or scientific vocabulary; often 10+ 
pages in length

Some technical jargon; length varies 
considerably, but often less than 7 
pages

Accessible language, often 
written at a high-school reading 
level; length varies, but often less 
than 5 pages

Sources Source material heavily documented 
with in-text citations, footnotes & 
bibliography. 

Sometimes cite sources Sometimes cite sources

Published by Universities, scholarly publishing 
houses, professional research 
organizations 

Trade organizations Commercial publishers

Visual 
Characteristics

Serious look with charts, graphs, 
statistics, few advertisements

Often glossy pages, some trade-
specific advertisements, charts & 
graphs, photographs

Glossy pages, prominent
advertisements, photographs



 Read an introduction or overview to gain an understanding of 

your topic first. 

► Try Encyclopedia Britannica here: http://search.eb.com/

► Or search books, videos and government documents with the 

Traurig Online Catalog here Traurig Library Online Catalog

 Ask a librarian to recommend an index or database for your 

topic: Call 203-596-4560 or email the library at library@post.edu

 To view a list of journal holdings by subject in pdf format, click 

here:  Current Journals

 For more tips on locating and searching journals. see “How to 

Search for Journal Articles” tutorial on the library web page.

Are you Ready to Search for Journals?  

To Consider:

http://search.eb.com/
http://tpu-verso.auto-graphics.com/mvc
mailto:library@post.edu
http://www.post.edu/docs/default-source/library/currentjournals-06-15-2015a.pdf?sfvrsn=0

